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                     Quiksort 

 

 

                          
 

    Library Quiksort Sorter                                  DVD/Tape Quiksort sorter 

 
 

Description
Design Industry's Quicksort is a high speed bidir-

ectional system.It is an ideal solution for sorting 

small to medium sized  items of varying shape, 

sizes ,material and weight -including soft goods.

Basic Operation

scanner ( or RFID) reader, or by manual key-

been idendified automatically by a barcode 

As an item travels down the sorter belts,it has

pad entry. A visual preprogramed interface ,

relays the data to the main host, and the desti- 

nation information retreived is relayed to the 

ble of sorting items as small as a business card

Gentle And Accurate Diverting

small to medim size items .This system is capa-

Features

diverter modules for the actual sorting.

easily in the future.

to be assembled on delivery and expanded very

Modular Construction  ,enables Quicksort system 

of a wide range of

up to 22lb box including soft goods.

matically plumbed for a quick installation.

Pre-Assembled Units ,come pre-wired and pneu-

ntrol and electrical devices are integral to each

Control Panels ,are not necessary because all co-

sorter component.

is reached with a lifting mechanism ,lifting the

parcel above the belts ,and by rotating the rollers 

tween the diverter rollers, and carry the parcel.

software .Plug and play control modules are pre-

programmed convinience.

It also makes it very easy to reconfigure or move

the system around at a minimal cost.

Unit features multiple carrier belts that pass be-

The diverter rollers are raised when destination

be very easily configured from the user interface 

the parcel is diverted to the left or to the right .

such as Scanners, Scales,RFID canExternal Inputs  

It is also very easy to service and maintain.

less space than tilt trays ,crossbelt and shoe sort.

Quiksort uses less energy ,runs quieter and requires

Functionality
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            Technical Specifications 

Sort Capacity :

Custom configured to the requirementNumber Of Diverter Points :

Up to 220 sorts per minute, from 1oz to 22lb parcels

Bi-directional pop up roller diverterDivert Type :

Less then 52 DBANoise Level :

11 gage steel with baked powder coat finishMain Bed Base Frame :

1.063" diameter urethane coated rollerDiverter Rollers :

1" wide , 0.22" thick belt PVCBelts :

Sorter is prewired with one (1) control box wired, preprogrammed Wiring :

for two (2) diverters

operating system. Standard software provides for barcode look 

The sort control program and user interface runs under Controls And Software :

Customers ,who wish to write their own interface/control software

up, database search , networking interface and sorting reports.

WINDOWS

can very easily take total control of the sorter via an RS232

serial communication port, and integrate into their exisiting WHMS.

Our company can provide integration interface as well.Please

contact us with the specifications.
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Custom6 22 LB
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Custom

Custom

Custom5
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of Rollers
Number Divert

Centersof Rollers
Number Divert

Centers

22 LB

22 LB

22 LB

22 LB

Product size
Maximum Max

Product size
Maximum Max

Weight

18"x14"x13"

9"x14"x13"

18"x12"x10"

9"x12"x10"

18"x10"x8"

9"x10"x8"
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                      Maxisort 

                              

 

         
    

         Maxisort  system used in USPS                              Maxisort diverter MS836 

 

It is also very easy to service and maintain.

Maxisort is optimal of sorting almost all packages 

in the range of 10oz to 100lb. The smallest size 

The operation is basically the same as in a Quik-

-sort system.

sorting requirements.It is capable of sorting heavy

Quiksort system ,and is an ideal solution for most

al sorting system that is a larger version of the 

Maxisort is a lower speed ,heavy duty bidirection-

of the packages is 5" in any dimension, and the

Features

Basic Operation

Description

Maxisort uses less energy ,runs quieter and requires

less space than tilt trays ,crossbelt and shoe sort.

such as Scanners ,Scales ,RFID

the parcel is diverted to the left or to the right .

can very easily configured from the user interface 

software .Plug and play control modules are pre-

parcel above the belts ,and by rotating the rollers 

is reached with a lifting mechanism ,lifting the

programmed convinience.

External Inputs  

The diverter rollers are raised when destination

Unit features multiple carrier belts that pass be-

tween the diverter rollers, and carry the parcel.

The length of the rollers varies from minimum 20", 

llers.The minimum number of rollers used is six(6).

Functionality

followed up by 24" , 30" ,36" and 48" long rollers.

There are several types of Maxisort diverters ,that

size selected.

As an item travels down the sorter belts ,it has

been idendified automatically by a barcode or 

any other types of tags (such as RFID).A visual

packages up to 100LB.

preprogrammed interface ,relays the data to the 

main host ,and the destination information rece-

ived is relayed to the diverter modules.

largest package size is determined by the diverter

Capable of sorting wide range of product types ,

depends on the roller length and the number of ro-

The maximum number of rollers used is ten(10).
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            Technical Specifications 

contact us with the specifications.

Our company can provide integration interface as well.Please

serial communication port, and integrate into their exisiting WHMS.

can very easily take total control of the sorter via an RS232

up, database search , networking interface and sorting reports.

Customers ,who wish to write their own interface/control software

The sort control program and user interface runs under 

operating system. Standard software provides for barcode look 

for two (2) diverters

Sorter is prewired with one (1) control box wired, preprogrammed 

1" wide , 0.22" thick belt PVC

1.60" diameter urethane coated roller

11 gage steel with baked powder coat finish

Less then 59 DBA

Bi-directional pop up roller diverter

Up to 110 sorts per minute, max 100lb parcels

Custom configured to the requirement

Controls And Software :

Main Bed Base Frame :

Number Of Diverter Points :

Wiring :

Diverter Rollers :

Noise Level :

Belts :

Divert Type :

Sort Capacity :

WINDOWS

 

 

"h"

"B"

Bed HeightBed Height

CustomMS848 26"

32"

32"MS1048

MS1036

Custom

Custom

"w""w"Nr "B""B"

20 1/8"

20 1/8"

26 "

MS636

MS836

MS620

Custom

Custom

Custom

WidthWidthModel Bed LengthBed Length

8" Custom8 48"x24"x22" 100 LB

36"x28"x26"

48"x28"x26"8" 10

8" 10

Custom

Custom

100 LB

100 LB

Product size
Maximum

Product size
Maximum

20"x18"x16"

36"x18"x16"

36"x24"x22"

of Rollersof Rollers"h""h" CentersCenters

8" 6

8" 8

8" 6

Custom

Custom

Custom

NumberNumber DivertDivert
Weight

100 LB

100 LB

100 LB

MaxMax
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            Controls And Software 

 

Characteristics of a standard sorting system are: 

 
1- The system sorts all types of products:  boxes , envelopes, CD-s, DVD ,tapes, tires, etcetera. 

       The maximum weight can be up to 100 lb, the minimum weight as small as a credit card. 

        Sort rate from 75 pckg/min to 190 pckg/min. 

2- The accuracy of sorting process is 99.999% ( virtually no errors  from the controls). 

3- Easy sort tables setup , and sorting  process setup. 

4- Interface with a network, and or Warehouse management software to sort packages. 

5- All devices are plug an play, no expensive hook up, or complicated electrical 

diagrams, which require no high qualified people to assemble these systems. 

6- Lane package confirmation( positive verification), beacon lights for lane full visible display 

        lights. 

7- Scanners, RFID-s readers, scales are just plug and play devices, easily configured from 

        the sorter controller software. 

8- Interface with the a networking warehouse management software, or sort by local sort 

        tables in sort controller computer. 

9- Compatible with all major types of databases. 

10- The systems provides an open communication line from sorter controller computer 

               to any integrator management software if desired to take total control of the sorting 

               process. 

11- Very easy installation process, system is made up of modular sections that can be 

assembled very quickly. 

12- Low noise on running system, only  45db, which makes it ideal for all applications. 

13- Several levels of security form the controller software, which can be customized to your 

needs. 

14- All reports , efficiency of the operating system available from the controller software. 
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        Mostly Used Configurations 
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             DESIGN INDUSTRY COMMITMENT 

 
As of December 15  2005 , Design Industry, LLC.  has  

purchased the rights and the patents of Quantum Conveyor 

Systems, Inc., a Delaware corporation who manufactured  

pop up diverter sorter systems, and the trade marks of Quicksort 

and Maxisort  equipment. US patent # 6378687  

and US patent # 6466828. 

 
Design Industry LLC, is dedicated in being the most innovative, responsive 

and cost effective source of high quality equipment 

that is easy to install, safe to operate and easy to maintain handling 

applications worldwide. 
 

 

We are totally committed to quality design and manufacturing, therefore 

all our products are designed and fabricated to meet high quality standards. 

We warrant that all material used in the manufacturing of our  

equipment are of the high quality. We will replace any  

part proven defective in material on workmanship for the  period of  one  

year, free of charge. 
 

We will actively support our equipment for a period of 10 years 

from the date of sale. 
 

 

 

                                

Integrator:

 

                                                                                      

          119 Rockland Avenue 

    Northvale, New Jersey. 07647 

                              USA. 

 

      Tel :  201-316-5260 

      Fax:  201-845-0734 

E-Mail : Contact@Designindustryllc.com 

    Web : www.designindustryllc.com 


